May 13, 2020
Share Your Story
"In many ways, we’re already primed to preserve
a pandemic," according to an article in The
Guardian about libraries and museums preserving
the pandemic. "Smartphones and social media
make it easy for us to share details about our
daily lives."
The Library launched its own project
Documenting COVID-19: White Plains
Experiences and is seeking your contributions:
temporary take-out menus, photographs of your street, shopping lists, photographs
of the interior of your refrigerator, diary entries, blog posts, volunteer experiences,
and more. They all help document what life in White Plains is like today.
As one curator says: “A citizen collector really needs to be an anthropologist for the
future and to think about the kinds of things that we take for granted that someone in
the future may ﬁnd absolutely fascinating.”
Take care,
Brian Kenney
Library Director
bkenney@whiteplainslibrary.org

Documenting COVID-19:
"Never A Miss" Poem
“Never A Miss,” a poem submitted by Gina. “I lost my father to COVID-19. I began to
write down what it felt like from the moment we had to leave him at the hospital to 16
days later when he lost his life.”
Never A Miss
You were never a miss
They didn’t know
Rushed inside while they waited for more rows
Failing miserably on the account of all others
Your dignity and pride now tossed aside
Unable to speak as voices disappear
Pleading for breath but life was so unclear
You were never a miss
Mind like no other
Stronger than most with hands of steel
You fought a battle never to be healed
Uncharted waters diseased by plague
Spikes appeared out of the brush
They knew you deserved a better day
You were never a miss
Decisions had to be made
Rollercoaster halted as the ride spiraled too deep
Words from the unknown began to speak
Rocking back and forth hoping to kill the deceit
No doors could be opened as lots ﬁlled with grief
Heroes walk on bye to say our ﬁnal good byes
She held your hand as I shed my tears
I had to answer the ring I never wanted to hear
Your voice broke the news so sincere
You set him free the only one who was aloud to see
Free from pain may you always remain the same
Share your own experience.

Book Chat
Saturday, May 16
6:00–7:30 p.m.
Do you want to share what you're reading or
ﬁnd your next read? Join us for some
lighthearted conversation in our new Book
Chat. There is no assigned reading, just
share what you're thinking about your latest
read, new releases, and favorite titles.
Attend the program by accessing the Zoom
with this link on 5/16.

COVID-19 Writing Prompt: Poem
White Plains Library Slammaster Erik ZORK Alan
has assembled a group and individual poetry
prompt for community members to use to
express themselves during this strange and
challenging time. Submissions to be included in
the community poem are due by Midnight tonight,
but individual poems to be submitted to our
Documenting COVID-19: White Plains
Experiences collection will be accepted past that due date.

Staff Hoopla Picks: Folk
Possibly our most dynamic digital resource,
Hoopla includes a variety of different formats
from books to movies and music. In order to
highlight some of these, we've gathered staff
recommendations of just a few formats you can
stream and download with your library card. Here
on our website are some album
recommendations from Adult Services librarian
Kristen Thornton-De Stafeno.

Free Digital Services
During the Pandemic (for Parents)
Tuesday, May 19
3:30–4:15 p.m.
During the current pandemic, many digital
resources have been made freely available to
youngsters. Join Digital Media Specialist Austin
Olney in a roundup of the best ones. Register in
advance here.

English Conversation Group

Wednesday, May 18
2:00–3:00 p.m.
Practice your English conversation skills in this
online conference! Adults who speak English as a
second language are welcome. Attend the
program by accessing Zoom with this link on 5/18.

Sound Healing & Tibetan Singing Bowls
Wednesday, May 13
7:00–8:00 p.m.
Explore the ancient, restorative potential of Tibetan singing bowls. Michelle Clifton
shares an experience of beautiful sounds that can calm the mind and release

tension. Clifton is a Master Sound Healer and
massage therapist who incorporates singing
bowls into her private practice. For more
information, see sonicbowls.com.
Attend the program by accessing Zoom with this
link on 5/13.

Around the Web
Facts on Coronavirus.
The White Plains BID put together this list of
restaurants (and other businesses) that are still open
for takeout/delivery.
Here is a (growing) list of resources for gig workers
affected by the coronavirus pandemic.
The joys and worries of 20 writers during COVID-19.
In an effort to help serve their community during these times, 28 local High School
students, under the leadership of Global Ambassadors, have offered their time and
an easy system for students to get extra help in all subject areas.

Photo of The Week

Above: Along the Bronx River Parkway walking path. Photo by Lisa O.
We want your photos! In each issue of This Week on Martine we feature one patron
submitted photo that was taken in White Plains. To submit your photography for a
chance to be featured, visit our submission page, upload a photo, and ﬁll out our
form with a short description of the photo and your name.
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